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ABSTRACT 

An intrusive Ultramafic sill of the Cape Smith-Wakeham Bay Fold 

Belt, located in the Ungava Peninsula P.Q., was studied. Measurements 

of olivine crystals were made on enlarged images of thin sections to 

determine the average olivine grain size and volume across the intru-

sion. 

The Bravo ultramafic sills exhibit a peculiar petrographic and 

chemical zoning, the rocks becoming increasingly rich in olivine as one 

moves toward the centre of the intrusion. Rock Compositions range from 

gabbro at the margin to olivine rich peridotite near the centre. The 

olivine grain size distribution exhibits n similar zoning, the grain 

size increasing toward the centre. However, the maximum value is skewed 
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somewhat to the south along the edge of the central olivine rich zone, 

coinciding with the maximum value of N (Nickel in sulfides). 
s 

The zoning is a consequence of flowage differentiation. Along 

the margins of the intrusion grain dispersive pressure (the pressure due 

to mechanical interaction between phenocrysts) is dominant and grains 

are forced toward the centre. Within the centre of the intrusion, where 

the increased crystal concentration results in plug flow, the force of 

gravity is dominant and the largest grains make their way to the base 

of the plug. 

The Bravo Ultramafic Sills are pre-tectonic in origin being 

intruded into a group of eugeosynclinal strata in a sub-horizontal 

attitude. 
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Plate 1 Ungava, June 1, 1975 

Plate 2 Home Sweet Homel 
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CHAPTER I 

A • INTRODUCTION 

One of the ultimate purposes of geolo~ic research is to be able 

to predict the result of natural processes, or from another point of 

view, to be able to specify the environment(s) in which a rock evolved. 

There are two basic approaches to such problems1 

1. Nake field observntions - construct a model. Continue 

observations suggested by features of the model - refine 

the model in the light of new data. 

2. Consider possible earth processes - add reasonable boundary 

conditions. What is the result? Look for it! 

Advances in geology are based on the first approach; method two 

is uncommon. Consider for a moment turbidite sedimentation. Anyone who 

has watched muddy water floH into clear water should have been able to 

predict the existence of turbidity currents along continental margins. 

However, the scale of the process is so removed from normal human exper

ience, th<tt it was not until numerous direct observations had been made, 

that the turbidite model vras proposed. Admittedly the second approach 

is difficult. 

The subst<~r:ce of this thesis is illong the lines of appror:.ch one, 

step trro--ac1di tional observation to refine a pre-existing r.Jodel, or, to 

be more precise, "a demonstration that flo">·<age differentiation H<'.s an 

important process in the evolution of the ultramafic intrusions of the 

Cape Smi th-'dakeham Bay Belt". The initial comments vrere added because 
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flowage differRntiation is a process which was not predicted, but 

which should have been predictable. We know that magmas flow during 

intrusion; does this effect the final result? Observations of intru

sions exhibiting evidence of flowage differentiation have been 

explained in a variety of ways; for example multipule intrusion has 

been appealed toa Eventually enough unexplainable observations were 

made (in terms of known processes) that the possible processes occurring 

during intrusion of a crystal mush were investigated experimentally. 

These model experiments indicated that flowage differentiation was a 

very likely and significant process. Since this initial realization, 

a number of field studies have confirmed this view. 
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B. STATEMENT OF PROBLEl1 AND METHOD OF STUDY 

During the 1975 field season the author was employed by Cot1INCO 

Ltd. as part of the Kenty Lake project in the Cape Smith - vlakeham Bay 

Fold Belt. The exploration for Cu-Ni sulfides in differentiated ultra

mafic intrusives raised a number of questions concerning their evolution, 

for example, how did the sills (dikes?) develop their peculiar zoning 

and why do the sulfide bodies commonly occur only along one side? The 

possibility of floliage differentiation being responsible Has a common 

topic of discussion, however little data existed to prove the case one 

way or the other. 

The purpose of this thesis is to provide grain size data and 

petrographic data across one intrusive, which may be compared with the 

existing chemical analyses made by CONINCO. This will allow determina

tion of the significance of flowage differentiation as the process pro

ducing the zoning visible in these bodies. 

Approximately 100 thin sections were examined, out of which 13 

were chosen for grain size analysis across the main ultramafic body on 

Bravo grid (see fig.2). Measurements of individual olivine crystals 

were made by hand with a ruler on a projected image of the thin section. 

The number of measurements ranged from 200 to 450 per thin section, 

depending on the abundance of olivine and the quality of the thin section. 

These measurements were then used to approximate the original volume of 

the grains and to construct histograms of grain size across the intrusive. 

% modal olivine has been determined from thin sections using standard 



point counting methods. 

The intrusives studied are here after referred to as the Bravo 

Ultramafic sills. 
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CHAPI'ER II 

A. GEOLOGICAL SETTING 

The Cape Smith-Wakeham Bay Fold Belt forms part of the Circum

Ungava geosyncline which surrounds the Ungava craton in a wide open arc 

to the south. The geology of the Belt is known largely from a series of 

reports by the Quebec Department of Natural Resources (Bergeron, 1959; 

Beal, 1959, 1060; and Gelinas, 1962) which cover chiefly the central 

part of the Belt and more recently by detailed GSC mapping and strati

graphic studies (Baragar 1974). The Belt Hes within the Churchill 

structural province and is Aphebian in age (Rb-Sr dates around 1800 my 

from sediments; Fryer, 1970; in Davidson, 1972). 

The eugeosynclinal strata display tight longitudinal folds and 

are divided roughly into two sections by a major east-west trending 

fault. The major stratigraphic divisions of the southern section are: 

1) a lower sedimentary unit of quartzites, dolomites and shales that 

rest unconformably on gneisses of the Archean basement; 2) a.lower 

volcanic unit comprising massive volcanic florrs with interbedded shales 

and quartzites invaded by thin doleritic sills; 3) an upper sedimentary 

unit composed of quartzites, quartzite breccias and conglomerates and/or 

shales and minor volcanic breccias and pillow lava; and 4) an upper 

volcanic unit consisting chiefly of pillowed mafic lavas (Baragar, 1974). 

The entire sequence is intruded by numerous mafic and ultramafic sills. 

Rocks north of the fault include mafic schists and metasediments which 

might reasonably be interpreted as the metamorphosed equivalents of the 
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rocks to the south. 

A major period of deformation and metamorphism reached its peak 

about 1600-1700 my ago (k-Ar mica age; Wanless, 1970 in Davidson, 1972) 

during the Hudsonian Orogeny. In general metamorphism increases from 

the lower greenschist facies in the south to the ~mphibolite facies in 

the north where the schistose mafic rocks continue northward into 

gneisses of uncertain derivation. 

It has been suggested (Baragar, 1974) that the sequence probably 

r~presents facies changes from south to north or from landward to sea

ward in a geoclinal basin. 
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B. FIELD RELATIONS OF BRAVO ULTRAHAFIC SILLS 

The major field relations of the Bravo Ultramafic sills c:.re 

illustrated in fig. 2. Althou~h there are numerous individual out

crops, mac;netic mapping indicates the presence of only J or 4 con

tinuous bodies j>.1st belcH the surface. These bodies are usually 

lensoid in shape Hith tapered or blunt terminations. They vary 

from 100 to 500 meters in thickness, averaging approxinately 300 

meters, and may be fairly irregular. The largest sill can be traced 

Hith certainty, for a little over J.J kms., hm·tever, as it is on 

strike with simiJ.ar bodies it may actually extend for several 10' s 

of ~~s. The sills are intruded into a variable mixture of sediments 

Hhich weather a.s topoF,raphic loHs and outcrop less abundantly than 

the intrusive. Althoup;h contacts Hith the country rock are invar

iably overlain by frost heaved rubble and glacial till, overall 

stru~ture usggests that the sills are steeply dipping to the north 

and predominantly concordant N·i th the foliation in the surrounding 

rock. This foliation can be shovm to be at a high ane::le to bedding 

in certain locations (Holf 1974). Therefore the sills may be dis

cordant to the original sedimentary bedd:i.ne:. HoHever, these relations 

are by no means clear. 

The sediments are typically thinly bedded slates and grayHackes 

Hi th lesser carbonate and quartz rich v:-ayHacke lenses. Hetarn.orphism 

is of the loH c;rade type (Winkler 1974). Eost outcrops are charac-

terized b:y f<'drly tight folding and development of a ]Jror:linent cleavage 

and/or lineatton. Folc1s within small carb.mate b<'.nns are cor:monly 
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strongly flattfmed and the noses boudinap,-ed. At one location near 

a sill termination, the slate is chcctracterized by development of 

several intersecting cleavares which break the rock into small 

parallelogr<..ms. 

The role played by the sills in the development of the 

structural features within the sediments is unknown. Analyses by 

Johnson et al (1973), Pollard et al (1973), and Pollard (1973) 

indicate that many of t~ese features, in particular the large number 

of intersecting cleavages, is a common and predictable feature 

associated 1-rith '~he emplEtcenent of sills. If He may anticipate the 

conclusions of this study v.rhich sur,gest the sills are pre-deformatj_on, 

then it is likel=.' that they controlled the formation of some of these 

structures simply by their presence. 
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Plate 3 Looking west along strike of ultramafic 

bodies. Location of grain analysis is indicated 

by A-A'. 

Plate 4 Typical outcrop of rough, rusty weathering 

peridotite. Note the magnetite foliation as indicated 

by the dark bands. Hammer for scale. 
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Plate 5 Contact of intrusive with country rock 

(dotted line). Hammer for scale. 

Plate 6 Country rock near sill termination. It is 

characterized by a number of intersecting cleavages 

not found at other locations. Scale is 15 em. long. 
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Plate 7 Tight folding in country rocks near sill 

termination. Ha~mer for scale. 
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C • FIELD A:m 28TROGRAPHIG DESGRIPI'ION OF BRA VA ULT::iAEAFICS 

i) INTRODUCTION 

The Bravo sills are dj_fferentiated ultr0mafic sills. They 

exhibit a strong !'legascopic zoning parallel to their contacts (vlolf 

1974), similar to that noted by Fahrig (1962). The zoning is roughly 

synmetrical about the central axis of the intrusive, dividing it into 

four distinct litholoe;ic uni tsa 

1. Contact Zone (rodinp:ite) 

2. Border Zone (meta-pyroxenite) 

3. Interm,~dia te Zone (meta-peridotite) 

4. Central Zone (olivine rich meta-peridotite) 

The mineralogy of these sills has beer. very briefly described 
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by Holf (1974). Hare detailed descriptions of similar intrusions from 

the ~ircum-Ungava fold belt hav~ been made by Beall (1959), Fc-~hrig (1962) 

and Robertson (1S'75). The descriptions given here are based on the 

author's own observations. HoHever, suggested mineral compositions 

and interpretations lean heavily on the ideas of the above authors, 

ii) CONTACT ZONE 

Easily observable contacts Hi F' the country rocks are uncom!'lon, 

as •,.ms mentioned above. Hhen found they are characterized by a thin 

selvage of rodin;:rite. This is a metasomrttic alterR,tion pro~uct of 

the country Yock, rich in c;::,lcjum-aluminum silicrttes, and is therefore 

not 2.ctu<tlly part of the intrusive. In the best ex~t1'1ple exii.Mined by 

the ftuthor, tl:e sill he1s intruded etr. orj ginaJ banned sil+,stone. A~·my 



from the contact this rock is composed of fine grained cl<tstic 

ouartz and muscovite, indicative of lower e;reenschist facies metamor

phism. Close to the contact the siltstone is a light Hhitish bro1-m, 

sugary textured, Gassive band, approximetely JO em. Hide vTith grada

tional borclers. The mineralov; is characterized 'cy development of 

prehni te, clinozoisj_te, Hhi te mica and quart7o-diopsid.e porphyroblasts. 

At another location the cor.tact is characterized by a greenish 

coloured biotite hornfels, composed of fine grn.ined quartz, chlorite, 

Hhi te mica, mae;m~ti te and lare;e poiki li tic biotite s. Due to the 

nature of the outcrop, the location of this sample 1-1ith respect to 

the sill contact is not clear, nor is the identificatio::l. of the countY'; 

rock from Hhich it was derived. It is interesting to note that the 

biotite shaHs no indication of deformation. This Hould suggest the 

hornfels may have formed after the regional deformation. 

Hi) :BORDER ZONE 

The border zone is the outermost zone of the actual intrusion. 

It occurs n.s a rn. ther m<\ssi ve band. vaT';ing from 10 to 100 meters in 

Hidth and vreathering to a mottled Hr,ht, sometimes vrhitish, p;reeno 

The surfr,ce is commonly shiny r:md appears sheared in ;Jlaces. This is 

proh-Lbly the result of e;laci;:Ll action or HePthPring. The original 

rock Hils a pyroxenite, consisting almost entirel:r of interloc:dng 

pyroxene crystals, noH altered to a tremolite-actinolite n.ssel:lblage 

Hith lesser amounts of talc and serpentine PJinerals. Olivine, noH 

altered to trer:oli te, is 1oca1ly present up to lQ'b, having been 
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poikiliticaly en~losed by original pyroxene. 

At several locations, the extreme border ph2.se in contact Hith 

the country rock is gabbroic in nature. Such occurrences rrre very 

narroH rrnd in r;eneral, plagioclase ~-ras a minor constituent in the 

original intrusion. 

i v) INTERl·:EDIA TE ZOi'lE 

Hith an increase in the olivine content the border zone grades 

into the intermediate zone or peridotite zone. This tr<tnsi tion is 

everyvrhere gradational rrnd there is no textural evidence of gravitative 

settling. The peridotite weathers to a redc1ish brovm colour Hith large 

IJyroxene phenocrysts standing out on the surface giving it a rough, 

knobby appearance. During fielcl mapping this zone Has arbitrarily 

ider:.tified by the occurrence of such rusty coloured peridotite; it 

corres?Jnds roq;r ly to the presence of modal olivine in t~e rRne:e 20-60%. 

The fresh surfi.lCe of this rock is typically dark bluish green 

vri th the pyroxenes appearing as Hhi tish green pc>.tches. Original 

olivine is not present in these rocks; it has been completely altered 

to serpentine (<mtic;ori te) plus lesr;er amphibole and chlorite. Ho1-rever, 

pse,Jdonorphous relict textures inC.ica te that the orir;inal olivine 

occurred as distinct euhedrcLl to rounded crystals poikiliticaly enclosed 

by pyroxene. P,;roxene is ]robably the only other JTl<ljor '::ineral that 

Has :p!:'esent in th~3 orie;inal intruston. Althour:h it is stiJl TJresent 

0.s encUopside ( py:::-oxer:e being l":ore resistant to ;,er~entinization than 

ll' \'l• no\ 0~ ··~·I• a sifni~icnnt proportion has been altered to a~ohibole or 



chlorite minerals. The amphibole minerals include large patches of 

opticn.lly continuous tremolite-actinolite and lesser amounts of 

pleochroic brown hornblende. Fahrig (1962) considers the hornblende 

an intermediate step in the alteration process betHeen the pyroxenes 
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and the tremolite-chlorite assemblage. A less comnon but significant 

alteration product is patches of tiny, fibrous, unoriented trerwli te 

surrounded by interstitial serpentine (bastjte), The chlorite minerals 

include serpentine (antigorite) and penninite, the latter heing restricted 

to the groundmass in most cases, 

An important accessory, commonly in the order of 10%, is sub

hedral rnaeneti te. Al thoue-:h it is pc~rticularly associated Hi tb serpen

tine, it occurs almost everyHhere and is sometimes concentrated into 

thick linear patches. On outcrop scale, fine bands of magnetite (0.1 

to 1 em. in \·ddth) define a Hell developed foliation which is pre

dominantly subparallel to the sill contact, 

v) CENTRAL ZONE 

The cGntral zone, although mapped as dunite, originally con

tained a maximum of 75% olivine and Hould be better terned an olivine

rich peridotite. This rock is noH properly termed a serpent=nite, all 

primary olivine being completely altered to serpentine. In outcrop it 

appears massive and Heathers to a til.n or dRrk greenish colour. The 

fres!-1 surface is black or very dark t;reen and lare;e pyroxenes are less 

common than in the intermediate zone. A strong magnetite foliation is 

commonly present p;l.r<dlel to the t,Toss orientation of the entire intru-
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Plate 8 Shows nyroxene from border zone now completely 

altered to amphibole and talc. Pseudomorphs of olivine 

(ol) are visible vrithin the larger crystals. Polarized 

light X 60. 

Plate 9 Original pyroxene (py) poikiliticaly enclosing 

serpentine after olivine (ol). Note the euhedral (shape) 

of the olivine. Tremolite (tr) and brown hornblende (hr) 

are also present. Polarized light X60 • 
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Plate 10 Trernolite-bastite (tr-bs) alteration of 

pyroxene. Polarized light X 60. 

Plate 11 Olivine pseudomorphs Hithin altered pyroxene. 

Note the rounded shape and embayments of some of the 

olivine. Plain light X 60. 
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sive. Hagnetite also coats joint surfaces R.nd in several locations 

forms sets of irregularly oriented intersecting planes which break 

the outcrop up into small fist sized blocks upon waathering. Small 

veinlets of brittle crysotile are also common. 

The ~ineralogy is very similar to that of the intermediate 

zone but Hith increased abundance of original olivine. Individual 

pseudomorphs of serpentine after olivine are noH commonly surrounded 

by a groundmass of fine serpentine and many have lost their original 

identity. This makes determination of the orit>;inal mineralog'IJ more 

di~ficult than for the intermediate zone, 

vi) OLIVINE ABUND.\NCE 

Udng pseudomorphous textures to approximate the original min

eralogy, the pre-alteration abundance of olivine across the intrusion 

has been determined by :point counting. The results are sh01m in fig. 3 • 

According to Frangipane (1974), reliacili ty improves with the number 

of points counted, reaching a limiting value of ! 2.2% at 500, after 

which increasing the count produces only a small improve~ent. Addi

tional error arises from the difficulty in distinguishing matrix ser

pentine from serpe~tine pseudomorphs of original olivine. The value of 

this error is unknown but :!: J.J% Hould seen to be a convenient over

estimate as this makes the total error :!: 5%. 
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D. CHEHICAL AHA LYSES 

Chenical analyses of the rocks discussed have been provided by 

Cominco and are contained in the "Urlgava Exploration Year End Report" 

(Half 1q74). These analyses have been included due to the significant 

supporting evidence they contain concerning the meche>.nism of differ-

entiation. The location and value of the oxides and trace elements a!'la-

lysed are shown in fig. 4. The samples are from the cross-section A-A' 

shown in fig. 2. Note that only six analyses are given for CaO, Na
2 

0, 

K
2
o, Ti02 and Al2o

3 
Nhile 17 analyses are given for HgO, Si02 , Fet (Fe 

total), S, Cut, and Nis (Ni in sulfides). The trends lfhich I consider 

significant are as followsa 

1. CaO, Na
2

o, K2 0, Cut and Ti02 shaH an increase tm-.rard the 

north side of the intrusion. 

2. l>!p;O shaHs a rapid and syrn.metrical increase toHard the central 

zone, presumably d.ue to the increase in olivine content. The 

loH central value remains unexplained unless due to s2.mpling 

or analytical errors. 

J. Ns shaHs a rapid increase toward the southern margin of the 

central zone Hhere it reaches a maximum. It then decreases 

toHard the very outer margin of the intrusion. 

4. S conten-: is varic-ble, hut it does show a sip:nificant peak 

near the south mart,in of the central zone Hhich corresponds 

to the N peak. The S increase to;·;ard the north may be res 

lated ~o the Cut increase. 
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In general it is important to note that, overall the intrusion 

is chemically asymmetric while the continuity of most trends across 

the intrusion sue;gests a lack of sharp chemical discontinuities, 
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CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF BRAVO 

ULTRAMAFICS SECTION A-A 
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CHAPI'ER III 

GRAIN SIZE ANALYSIS 

i) INTRODUCTION 

Systematic variation in olivine grain size' is a common feature 

of intrusive ultramafic bodies (Drever and Johnston, 1967). However, 

little attempt has been made to quantify the variation. 

Semi-quantitative measurements have been made for dikes in 

Scotland (Gibb, 1968). This study involved measuring the lengths of 

anproximately 1,000 crystals to test, among other thin~s, the notion 

that bimodal distributions would indicate hro distinct p:enerations of 

olivine. Gibb presents plots of the average size of olivine C~Jstals 

as a function of y (the half width of the dike) for several dikes 

(Fir.5), in which the grain size (length) variation is approximately 

±" 20% from the averar,e; in other Hord::;, a 40}~ increase in grain size 

is posd ble in movin{r, from near the edge to Hard the centre. The 

exact method of analysis is not described by Gibb, but he states 

"(size) - has been investigated by measurinG the lengths of over 

1,000 crystals" (prr,.'l-13). I interpret this to mean that one mea.surenent 

was made for each p;rain, this being of the maximum length. The average 

grain size acroc~s the inr,rusion v;as apparently calculated by taking t:'1e 

average of the measured lengths at each station. 

The procedure used lJy Gibb may be criticized on the be>_sis that 

the two forces Hhich may act on the particle, grain clispersivP. presroure 

(to be rliscussed beloH) an(l c;ravity, are Clepewlent of t:;e volume of the 
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Fig.5 Variation in Olivine Grain Size 
(measurement is of maximum grain 

length - after Gi b b 1968 ) 
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particle and not the length. The importance of this consideration 

is demonstrated in Fir,.6. For a grain l mm x l mm x 2 mm, the length 

is 2 mm, the area 2 mm2 and the volume 2 mm3. Now consider the same 

grain if vre double the lengths; the length is now 4 mm, the area 8 mm2 

and the volume 16 mm3. If we now continue doublinv the length until 

the r,rain is 64 nm in length, or 32 times as long as the original, the 

area is 2048 mm2 and the volume is 6.5 x 104 mm3• The problem then 

is, which is the best measure of grain size? Do we say the ~ain is 

32 times larger, or thirty thousand times larger? Because the force is 

proportional to the volume, we should regard the larger grain as being 

thirty thousand times larger than the original. This does not mean that 

Gibb's presentation is incorrect, but it does suggest that caution 

should be used Hhen interpreting such graphs, Variation in average 

rrrain length does not give a true measure of the volume variation and 

therefore misrepresents--vrhat He might call the mechanical size of the 

grains, an important boundary condition in any genetic discussion. 

The purpose of the present study is to provide a more accurate 

representation of the grain size distribution (from thin sections) by 

directly measuring the area of each grain and then calculating the 

volume. Over 7, 000 individual measurements were made o!1 selected sa.mples 

across the intrusion. Details of the analysis may be found in Appendix 

A, The results are presented in Figs. ?, 8 and 9. The variations in 

class interval provide three degrees of resolution of the grain size 

variation. The average grain size (in area) c:tnd the corresponding 

volume (see Apl)endix for method of calculation) are shmm in Fig. 10, 
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and the first ~ni second order modes (the first and second hiF,hest 

modal frequencv) in Fig. 11. 

The r-1-factor or Naximum size factor for each location is shown 

in Figs. 12, 13, 14. This is a techni~ue often employed by sedimen

tologists which is based on the simple idea that h sand body with 

several large stones is fundamentally different from one which contains 

small stones or no stones at all, i.e., the original transport energy 

may have been different or no large stones were available. 

The same idea has been used here to represent the average size of 

the largest 10, JO and 50 grains in each sampleo 

See Appendix B, part D , for sample number location. 
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Fig. 7 
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Fig.8 

GRAIN SIZE DISTRIBUTION 
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Fig.9 

GRAIN SIZE DISTRIBUTION 
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Fig. 13 M- FACTOR -30 
Average Grain Area and Calculated Volume for the Largest 30 

Grains from each measured section. earea 
o volume 
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ii) DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 

The {';Yair_ size distri lutions shmm for three different class 

intervals all exhibit a similar pattern. Each is characterized by a 

shift in t~e freouency distribution toHard the larger sizes, as well 

as a flattening of the distribution to include a'larger range of sizes, 

as one moves from the margins tm,rard the centre of the intrusion. This 

second observation is best demonstrated by the highest resolution dis

tribution (class interval .0325 mm2), which shows the distribution not 

only to be flatter, but also much more complex with greatly increased 

variability in proportions of grain sizes. 

Fig. 10 shaHs the average grain area and calculated volume for 

each station plotted in their relative positions across the intrusion. 

Once again there is a central increase, hoHever it is clearly shifted 

to the south. 

The H-factor (Figs. 11, 12 and 13) shaHs a similar pattern to 

Fig. 10 (averap,e area and volume). There is a gradual increase in the 

size of the larp,est p:rains until sample 110 is reached, after Hhich there 

is a rather rapid decline hack to sizes similar to the opposite edp,e of 

the intrusion. 

To summarize, each of the above graphic metho(ls indicate that 

the grains increase in size and variability toHard the centre of the 

intrusion reaching a maximum value ske11ed someHhat to the south of the 

centre of the intrusion. Interestingly enough, this position corresponds 

to the edr;e of the central dunite (or olivine rich) zone outlined during 

field ma-pping. 



Fie;. 11 nenicts the 1st, 2nd. (and in tHo cases the 3rd) order 

modal values for each of the separate stations plotted in their res

pective positions. There is a fairly good grouping of first and second 

order modes, poc,>i bly sugp:esting tHo sepa.ra te stapes of crystal groHth. 

However, there a.re a variety of explanations for such a pattern and 

close examination of the histoc,rct.ms indicates these trends (especially 

the second order ones) to be rather 'l'leak. Consequently little can be 

concluded about this information. 
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CHAPTER TI 

FLOWAGE DIFFERENTIATION 

Flovrage differentiation can be defined as a process capc.1.ble 

of causinp, crystal and chemical fractionation in natural map,mas, due 

to the inherent flovr properties of the mixture. 

Bowen (1928) stronf(ly emphasized the role of floH in the 

emplacement of mafic and ultramafic rocks. Fahrig (1962) and Baragar 

(1967) have described ultramafic sills from the Labrador Trough, which 

exhibit mineral and chemical variations attributable to floH. Simkin 

(1967), Drever and Johnson (1967) and Gibb (1968) have made similar 

observations for ultrabasic intrusions in Scotland. Raudsepp (1974) 

has examined. a metagabbro sill complex inN. W. Ontario which indicates 

possible differentiation by floH. 

The Labrador sills are described by Fahrig (1962) as "exhibiting 

a striking megascopic zoning })arallel to their borders". The sills are 

zoned into three recognizable rock types, Hhich are gradational into each 

other. He concludes that the parent mar:ma was intruded as a mush of 

olivine crystals in a gabbroic silicate liquid. Flow resulted in an 

increased liquid fraction toHard the top and base of the sill, and a 

central concentration of crystals. 

01)serva tions on munerous ul trabasic sills and dikes in Scotland 

(Simkin, 196?; Drever and Johnson, 1967; Gibb, 1968) may he summarized 

as follows: 

1. There i:s a r;ener2.l increa,>e in the size and number of 
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olivine crystals away from the marvins of the intrusions, 

Hhere olivine is virtually absfmt, to the centre, Hhere si?.es 

and abundance are greatest. 

2. The majority of the olivine crystals show a tendency 

toHard idiomorphism and are considerably smaller than the 

11 [7oundmass" crystals, often being poikilitically enclosed 

by them. 

Nost of these features are thought due to flow which inrl.uced 

differentiation of a crystal-rich fluid. Nodification by gravity is 

consideYed to be significant in non-vertical intrusions. However, its 

auantitative effect is unknown. 

The process of floHage differentiation was first studied by 

Ehattacharji and ~:lmith (196L~) via auasiscale model experiments. They 

were attempting to explain the mineralogical features of the Huskox 

feeder dike (Northwest Territories, Canada), which is zoned parallel to 

vertical walls, with no chilled contacts betHeen zones. The mineral

ogical symmetry (of the dike) precludes random injection of separate 

magmas, even at high temperature. They scaled their models using 

various oils and plastic particles to simulate a crystal-laden magma. 

Dynamic similarity was ensured by equality of Reynold's number betHeen 

the model and the original l::ody. Bhattacharji (1966, 1967)r using 

similar sce.linrr techniques, studied map:matic flow differentiation in 

sills. The scale models covered a ranve representinp; sills from 1.5 

to 600 metres in ',fidth and apparent manna viscosities from 100 to 

3 x 104 poises, 'rit!1 an averape anparent visco:sity of 3 x 103 poises. 
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Bhattacharji noted several basic problPms inherent in such 

sc<;.ling. Since nagma apparent viscosity and flow velocity vary greatly 

during intrusion in nature, absolute scaling is not possible. Also, 

the absolute eQuivalence of the force of gravity for the model and the 

orip;inal imposes a restriction which is impossib!e to circumvent in 

these experiments. Another drawback is that realistic estimation of 

the time duration of flow durinp intrusion has not yet been possible. 

The importance of these unknown boundary conditions will be discussed 

later. 

Assuming, for the present, that the above restrictions are not 

critical to the final outcome, the pertinent observations made in these 

studies may be summarized as follows1 

l. In laminar floH, the solid particles move away from 

the walls and gradually increase in concentration 

towards the centre. 

2. Particles rotate as they move. 

J. The rate of concentration toward the centre increases 

with velocity or shear gradient. Thus increasing con

centration accelerates the process. 

4. The rate of inward movement increases with particle size. 

5. The establif;hment of the Poiseuille (para 'colic) 

ree:ime of flow in the non-Newtonian viscous mush 

can be inferred from the central plug. 

6. Zonin~ ca~ be disturbed (particularly in sills) due 

to fluctuations of the veloci ty-pres~~ure relation 
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in the melt, gravity settling, and strong pulsating 

flow conditions. 

50 

Based on the above observations, Bhattacharji has concluded that 

the flow of magma in the presence of a boundary results in forces suf

ficiently stronr, even at low magma velocity to -produce crystal segrega

tion from the Halls and inward mi{';ration of the crystals toHard the 

conduit centre. He considers the wall effect, due to the mechanical 

interactions of particles and rigid vmlls, and the Hagnus effect, a.rising 

from a combination of rotatory and translatory motion of a particle 

relative to the undistrubed flow of the fluid, to provide satisfactory 

fluid dynamic explanations for such size sortinp; during flmrage. He also 

notes that the volume concentration of crystals in the crystal-melt mush 

is critical in determining the nature of the differentiation. 

Komar (l972a) has reviewed the forces acting on single spheres 

in a fluid (the Hc:.gnus and wall effect) and concludes that it is doubt

ful whether these forces play any significant role in phenocryst migra

tion. Using semi-empirical eQuations for grain dispersive pressure (the 

pressure due to me::!hanical interactions between phenocrysts) developed 

by Bagnold (l95lt), he found fairly good agreement behmen calculated 

phenocryst distributions and those observed in the field (Komar l972a, b). 

\·ihen a suspRnsion of {';rains and fluids is sheared, the interaction 

results in mutual repulsion of grains or a "dtspersive p-r<dn Pressure". 

No collision behreen grains is necessary, although it may occur. Bagnold 

first investigated the idea of grain dispersive pressure and defined the 

"Bavnold number" or dimensionless shear stress numberl 



where a 

B = inertia stress = ~s A 1/2 n2 ( dU) 
viscous stress ., dy 

(1) 

is the linear concentration defined by 

(2) 

Co = the maximum possible concentration• 

equal to 0.?4 for tightly packed uniform spheres; 

and 0.65 for many natural grain mixtures; 

C = volume concentration of solid particles; 

rs = density of the solid phenocrysts; 

l) = viscosity of the fluid portion of the solid 

fluid suspension (in poise, assumed to be Newtonian) 

D = particle diameter; 

dU = rate of shear. 
dy 
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For uniform spherical grains, the nature of the grain interactions 

vary as followsa 

B <40 - grain-viscous region; viscous effects of the fluid 

prevail; 

B=40-400 - region of transition; 

B > 400 - grain-inertia region--t:"e in tertia of the grains 

dominates the viscosity completely. 

The value of the erain dispersive pressure, P, is given by the 

expressions& 



A< 2.5 Pv = 1.3 (1 +A) (1 + iA)'tj ~~ 

a = constant 
v 

a. = constant 
1 

(3) 

(5) 

Note that in the grain-inertia region, the grain dispersive 

pressure is direetly proportional to the size (squared) and density of 

the particles. This is one possible explanation for the size sorting 

effect which is observed to occur in experiments and natural samples, 

The veloc~ty profile of the intruding magma is dependent on its 

rheological char<wter, and Hill vary from parabolic (for a Newtonian 

fluid) to plut>:-Uke (for a non-Newtonian fluid). The velocity gra"'ient 

is given bya 

where& 

3n+l) y2/n 
-Urn( n y(n+l)/n 

Urn= the mean velocity; 

n = a measure of the degree of non-Ne·Ntonian behaviour; 

the smaller the value of n, the greater the de~~rture 

from Newtonian character; 

y =coordinate axis across the sill (varies from -y to +y); 

Y = 1/2 vridth of sill, 

(6) 

The velocity gradient increases from o at y = Y to a maximum at 

y = 0; the grain dispersive pressure P V(J.ries accordin~ly. This fVadient 



of dispersive pressure will cause particles to migrate towards the 

centre of the dike. Nigration will continue until the grain dispersive 

pressure is constant across the dike (P =constant). This equilibrium 
u 

condition can be used to calculate concentration profiles for various 

initial conditions (Fig. 15). Komar (1972) has nbted that comparison 

of the calculated distributions with natural concentration profiles 

indicate a value of n in the order of 0.1 to 0.2. However, he points 

out that natural magmas generally do not shovr such strong non-Newtonian 

behaviour, and suggests that possibly a balance exists betvreen the 

viscous dissipation forces and the pressure gradient causing the flow. 

This is thought to be due to the effective viscosity increase resulting 

from increased c:mcentration away from the vrall. 

The analysis is modified to include this consideration by solving 

the Navier-Stokes equations for fluid motion with equation (3) and 

assuming the Ros::oe (1952) formula for apparent viscosity. The form 

of the solution is strongly dependent on the relation for the apparent 

viscosity, but in general it is non-Newtonian and can best be desc?ibed 

as plug flow. The plug has an average velocity close to the maximum, 

vrith a rapid decrease toward the wall where U = 0. It should be noted 

that this soluti)n gives distributions similar to natural ones without 

assuminr, strong non-Ne-1-rtonian behaviour. An example of the velocity, 

shear stress and concentration profile for one particular total con-

centration is sh)vrn in fig. 16. Concentration profiles for varying 

total concentrations (the total number of grains) are illustrated in 

Fig. 17 o 
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Fig.15 Crystal Concentration for Various 
Fluids of Inc rea sing Non- Newtonian 

Character after Komar 1972a 
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Fig.16 Crystal Concentration, Shear Stress 
and VebJcity Profile for a Walt Concentration 
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Fig. 17 Crystal Concentrations for Various 
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Asymmetric distributions may occur in two waysa sorting during 

intrusion due to doNmrard forces and· settling of phenocrysts following 

intrusion, both due to gravity. Komar (l972a) did not include the 

effect of gravity in his analysis, but he did discuss how it may 

modify the calculated distributions. The net gravitation~l force on 

a particle is ~iven bya 

where a 

F = 2! ( r - f ) n3 
g 6 s g 

(fs -f) = the density difference bet~ieen the particles 

and the fluid. 

D = diameter of the particles. 

Komar suggests that, during flow, an equilibrium is reached 

(7) 

between the grain dispersive pressure and the downward force due to 

gravity. This results in a shift in the centre of the maximum concen-

tration of the kind shown in Fig. (18). The resulting phenocryst dis-

tribution may be roughly approximated by superposition of the normal 

distribution due to grain dispersive pressure on the gravity profile. 
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Fig.18 Gravity Skewed Concentration Profile 
-after Komar 1972 a 
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CHAPTER V 

A. DISCUSSION 

The megascopic zoning exhibited by these sills is considered 

to be an important genetic feature. Although fig. 2 (Geology of 

Bravo Ultramafics) suggests definite borders exist between zones, field 

mapping indicates these borders to be completely gradational. Further

more there is no field evidence of crystal settling or multiple intrusion. 

This is shown qy continuous outcrop exposure in the field and is sup

ported by the systematic chemical trends and continuous size and ~odal 

variation of original olivine. This evidence precludes the possibility 

of multiple intrusion. Thus we are faced with the conclusion that the 

initial magma was a mafic liquid charged with a high concentration of 

olivine crystals, in which differentiation occurred by crystal segre

gation, Pyroxene crystallized later as evidenced by large interlocking 

crystals, poikiliticaly enclosing the olivine. 

There are two important components to the differentiation: 

1. the gross lithologic symmetry 

2. the ~ore subtle chemical and grain size asymmetry 

The gross symmetry, as has been discussed above, is mineralogic 

in nature and is defined by the systematic increase in olivine from the 

border to the centre of the intrusion, corresponding to a complimentary 

decrease in pyroxene. This study has shown that, although the background 

olivine grainsize distribution is relatively constant throughout the 

sill, therP. is a significant increase in the large sizes away from the 
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margins toward the centre. This central maximum is skewed southward, 

the largest sizes being near the south margin of the central olivine 

rich zone. The overall olivine distribution is shown schematically in 

fig. 19. 

The chemical analyses directly reflect the mineralogic zoning, 

for example, the rapid increase in Mg toward the central zone corres

ponds to the original increase in olivine. It is interesting to note 

that Fe does not show this trend, indicating that the initial olivine 

was Mg rich. This conclusion is supported by Fahrig (1962) and Beall 

(1962) who report the olivine from similar intrusions to be in the range 

of chrysolite. Ns (nickel in sulfides) and S both show an increase 

toward the south of the central zone, corresponding to the position of 

the maximum olivine grGin size. 

Based on these observations I interpret the south side of the sill 

to be the statigraphic base. Thus the sill was intruded in a horizontal 

(or sub-horizontal) position; the asymmetry being imposed by gravity. 

Supportive evidence for this conclusion comes from Beall (1962) and 

Robertson (1975) who have examined spatially associated sills of similar 

composition. These sills exhibit strong gravity differentiation as well 

as close proximity to bedded sediments and pillow lavas, each of which 

contain directional indicators in agreement with the top direction indi

cated by the sills. In addition, the majority of the sulfide ore 

bodies are at the south contact of the country rock with the intrusive 

and appear to have settled out of the initial melt. 

Assuming that the above conclusion is correct, let us consider 
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the forces which act on a single particle during intrusion. We will 

approximate the geometry of the sill contacts to two infinite horizontal 

sheets. The forces considered important are gravity, which acts in a 

downward direction and is given a negative sign and grain dispersive 

pressure which may be either negative or positive. This hypothetical 

model is shown in fig. 20a. In the upper region (region A) the total 

force on a particle is g + p, as p and g are both negative, and in the 

lower region (region B) the total force is p - g. This is due to the 

fact that gravity acts downward in both cases. Hm'l'ever, as discussed 

before, grain dispersive pressure acts in a direction away from the 

conduit walls toward the centre. Thus it changes sign from the upper 

region to the loNer. 

We may specify the relative values of p and g at each location 
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by choice of suitable boundary conditions. This method is well explained 

by Johnson (1970) and is employed in a similar analysis by Gibb (1968). 

Consider fig. 20b. Field work and subsequent petrograpnic studies 

indicate that the olivine concentration in region b is low as compared 

with the central region. Therefore (assuming an initially homogeneous 

magma). we know that olivine did move tm'l'ard the central rep:ion. Hence, 

in region b, grain dispersive pressure was greater than the gravitative 

force ie. p > g and therefore the net force is F = p - g, where F is 

positive. In region a the force must be p + g and greater than 2g, as 

we have already shown that p g. At y = 0, the centre of the sill, 

p = 0 (there is no grain dispersive pressure), consequently the net force 

equals g and is negative. To summarize, the net force changes from a 
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negative to a positive quantity between -y andy = 0, and therefore 

passes through zero. The position at which the force passes through 

zero marks the equilibrium position of any given particle. 

Fig. 20c shows the net force for various values of p and g using 

the relative values we have determined as boundary conditions or limits. 

The line shown p = g is an extreme value as p cannot be less than g. 

This places the equilibrium position of any given grain at the bottom 

contact of the sill. A value of p = 2g places the equilibrium position 

approximately half way between the contact and the centre. In general 

as p increases the equilibrium position edges closer to the centre, 

reaching a limit at p =~at which point the net force line becomes 

horizontal. 

The analysis to this point indicates that all of the olivine 

grains should have moved to a position somewhere in region B where the 

force of gravity is balanced by the grain dispersive pressure. This 

would occur even if p is much greater than g as the grains would still 

only be in equilibrium below the centre line. Field evidence indicates 

that this is not the case. The approach we have taken is inherently 

wrong, in that the value of the grain dispersive pressure is directly 

dependent on the concentration of grains and we have only considered a 

single grain. 

To achieve a more realistic model we must conRider the character 

of the suspension. The modal concentration of olivine determined by 

point counting ranges from less than lQ% at the margins to 75% in the 

central region, with a large portion in the range 70--75%. Such high 
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concentrations have a marked effect on the apparent viscosity of the 

suspension as well as the flow behaviour and are best thought of as 

non-Newtonian (Johnson 1970) (Shaw 1965,1969). At low flow velocities 

such suspensions commonly approximate to Bingham fluids, This is a 

fluid which has a shear strength, in other words a certain shear stress 

must be exceeded before flow takes place. Once flow is initiated the 

constant of proportionality (or Bingham viscosity) between shear stress 

and the rate of shear strain is a linear one (analogous to Newtonian 

viscosity), The velocity profile (or flow curve) of Bingham fluids is 

characterized by a rapid increase in velocity from the margin to1~ard the 

centre, where a plug of fluid is moving with a constant velocity close 

to the maximum. The shear rate shows exactly the opposite trend, having 

a maximum near the border and decreasing to a value close to zero for 

the central plug. It follows from equations 3, 4, and 5 (CHAPTER IV) 

that under given conditions during plug flow, the grain dispersive pres-

sure will follow a similar pattern to the shear rate. Hence grains in 

the marginal regions will be forced toward the central zone and become 

part of the flowing plug. The extent to which this inward migration 

will take place is governed by the initial average concentration (for a 

given flow rate) as indicated by equations 3, 4, and 5. an example of 

these conditions has already been illustrated in Figs. 16 and 17. The 

velocity profile (U) and corresponding rate of shear stress (dU) for a 
dy 
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flowing plug is shown in fig. 2la. Grain dispersive pressure is directly 

proportional to shear rate, therefore it will have a relatively high 

value near the margins decreasing to almost zero within the plug. The 
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Fig.21 FORCE DISTRtBUTION 
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net force at each location withi~ the sill is shown in fig. 2lb (dotted 

line). This is the resultant produced by vector addition of p and g. 

An arbitrary (maximum) value of p approximately one order of magnitude 

larger than g has been chosen. This is based on the observation that 

the intrusion studied shows a maximum grain concentration (in terms of 

packing) within the central plug and a considerably low value for the 

margins. Thus, it would appear the process was fairly efficient. It 

should also be noted that, the larger p becomes with respect to g, the 

more symmetric the mineral zoning becomes. On a field scale the Bravo 

sills are symmetric. Fig. 2lb also indicates that within the central 

plug, gravity is the dominant force and therefore the net force is 

negative. This will result in a size sorting within the plug during 

flow, ie. the larger and/or denser minerals will make their way to the 

stratigraphic base of the plug. 
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B, SUf~Y AND CONCLUSIONS 

This grain size analysis employed in this thesis clearly demon

strates the subtle complexities of the olivine grain size distribution 

found within the Bravo ultramafic sills. To summarize, the analysis 

indicates that the average olivine grain size (as well as the average 

size of the largest grains) increases as one moves away from the sill 

contact toward the centre of the intrusion. That this is also the 

pattern of maximum olivine concentration, is indicated by point counting 

determination of modal olivine and field observations. Further, the 

analysis indicates the distribution to be skewed southward, the largest 

grains being close to the south edge of the central olivine rich zone. 

Consideration of the above distribution allows determinRtion of 

the relative boundary conditions within the confines of a sheet. intru

sion, assuming grain dispersive pressure and gravity to be the two pre

dominant forces. The resultant force distribution indicates that all 

the olivine crystals should have moved to a position of equilibrium 

close to the south side of the central olivine rich zone, As this is 

clearly not the case, the analysis is modified by considering the 

rheologic character of the crystal-liquid suspension as a whole. It is 

concluded that the magma can best be thouFht of as a Bingham fluid. 

The known shear stress distribution associated with the central 

flowing plug of a BinF,ham fluid allows accurate determination of the 

grain dispersive pressure and hence determination of the net force 

distribution through vector addition of the grain dispersive pressure 

with the force of gravity, The final nP.t force distribution indicates 
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that along the margins of the intrusion grain dispersive pressure is 

the predominant force; olivine grains being forced toward the centre 

of the intrusion from both sides. However, within the central plug 

grain dispersive pressure is negligible and the force of gravity is free 

to produce the size sorting of crystals observed.' 
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From an economic point of view it is interesting to note that the 

maximum concentration of Nis (Nickel in sulfides) coinciaes with the 

position of the maximum olivine grain size. It would appear that the 

sulfide blebs suspended in the melt were subject to the same force dis

tribution as the olivine crystals and consequently were concentrated in 

the same area. Conversely, large concentrations of sulfide are found 

close to the edge (base) of the intrusion, commonly in structural pockets~ 

This suggests that the sulfide blebs are held in suspension only up until 

some threshold size is reached after which they sink to the base of the 

intrusion where they are carried along by the flow, eventually being 

trapped in structural lorrs. 

It is concluded that the Bravo Ultramafic sills developed their 

mineral and chemical zoning as a result of Flowage Differentiation. 
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APPENDIX A 

VOLUI-lE CAlCULATIONS 

Iieasurements of the long and short dimensions (a, b) have been 

made for each grain in thin section (where a ~ b). The values of a and 

b were chosen so as to approximate the area of each grain to a rectangle 

of equal area, :::.o that a and b do not necessarily ahmys represent 

exactly the lonr and short axis. The area of the grain may then be 

calculated by 

A = ab 

to within an accuracy of approximately 1076. 

It vrould be instructive to know the volume of each grain, but 

unfortunately this is not possible. A semi-quantitative idea of the 

volume may be found by assuming A to be a minimum area (this can be 

shown theoretically to be the case) and using the average value of a and 

b as the third dimension (c) to calculate a minimum volume. 

The following method has been useda 

1. The most common value of aab has been found empirically to 

be 0.7, so thata 

if A = ab, then b = .?a, a = /;[ and C = ~ = .85a 
J.? 

Therefore, the values of a, b and c can be founn from A. 

2. The shapes of the olivine grains in thin section sucgests 

that their J-D shape can best be thoupht of as the average 

of an ellipsoid and a J-D rectan~le. Therefore• 
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V +V 
Vaverc.ge = ellip. rect, 

2 

Because c., b and c are related to A, the final forrula should be 

of the forma 

V = kf(A) average 

where k is a constant, 

This has been found to bea 

V = o7?4(A)3/ 2 
average 

Fig. A graphically depicts the process involved in calculating 

the area and then the volume from an operator selected measurement of the 

long and short axis of olivine grains as seen in thin section, 

Fie. B is a print of a typical thin section field used in the 

calculations. In practice measurenents Here made on an image many times 

larger. 

The averar;e value of A has been calculated bya 

n 
A= LA. 

i=l l 

n 

1-rhere n is equal to the number of grain measurements for each 

individual stat~on. 

and 50. 

The jth ll-factor is calculated bya 

j 
H. = L Ai 

J i=l 
j 

>·<here j equals the number of frains to be considered i.e. 10, 30 

Tnerofore A. to A. are the lare:est j grains, 
l J 
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APPENDIX B 

Contained 'frithin Appendix Bare the following Tables and Figs.a 

A. Grain Size Analysesa Class Interval Frequenctes 

Table 1. Frequency for Class Interval 0.4 mm2 

Table 2. 'Frequency for Class Interval 0.2 2 
rn.m 

Table 3. Frequency for Class Interval o.l mm2 

Be Chemical Analyses 

Table 4. Whole Rock Analyses in Weight % Oxides 

Table 5. Partial Chemical Analyses in Weight % Oxides 

C~ Grain Size Histograms 

Individual histograms of olivine grain size from each of the 

thin sections studied. Three class intervals are shown. Figs. 1-14. 

D, Sample Number Loc~tion 



TABLE 1 

Class B-30 B-31 B-33 

0-0.4 67.48 48.48 .53·.58 

0.4-0.8 22.77 31.06 2.5 • .59 

0.8-1.2 4.07 9.8.5 8.92 

1.2-1.6 3.2.5 3·79 4.17 

1.6-2 .o .81 3.03 3 • .57 

2.0-2.4 3.03 3·.57 

2.4-2.8 .76 

?..8- .76 2.39 

GRAIN SIZE ANALYSES 

FREQUENCY FOR CLASS INTERVAL 0,4 mm2 (normalized to lOQ%) 

B-38 B-40 T-113 T-110 T-109 B-43 T-11.5 B-44 B-4.5 

26.28 30o71 36.90 )4.43 42.09 33.33 49.62 49 0 7 8 4 3 • .5 .5 

29.93 2.5.00 2).00 26.41 30.41 30.14 28.18 27 • .5.5 30.6.5 

18.97 17.86 1_5.77 16.62 13.87 1.5 • .52 9o98 9o33 13 .44. 

8.02 7.1.5 9 • .52 ).19 3.6.5 4.11 ).49 3 • .5.5 6.99 

6.20 7.86 ).6.5 ).66 2.92 3.66 3.00 3.11 3.22 

2 • .5.5 4.28 2.38 4.72 2.19 2.74 1.7.5 .89 ._54 
, 

2.18 .71 1.49 1.42 2.44 3.20 .2.5 2.60 ._54 

).83 6.42 3.28 7-.5.5 2.4.5 7.20 1..50 2.6.5 1.08 

T-124 

64.42 

_18 .87 

7.16 

3·2.5 

1.9.5 

1..52 

.68 

1.74 

CX> 
0 



TABlE 2 GRAIN SIZE ANALYSES FREQUENCY FOR CLASS INTERVAL 0.2mm2 (normalized to 10~%) 

Class B-30 B-31 B-33 B-38 B-40 T-113 T-110 T-109 B-43 T-115 B-li-4 B-45 T-124 

0-0.2 JJ.33 18.18 25.60 11.68 10.00 15.77 13.68 18.25 14.61 22.94 26.67 15.59 37.74 

0.2-0.4 ]4.15 30.30 27.98 14.60 20.71 21.13 20.75 23.84 18.72 26.68 23.ll 27.96 26.68 

0.4-0.6 15.45 21.97 16.07 17.52 18.57 14.29 11.79 18.00 18.72 16.46 16.00 18.28 12.15 

0.6-0.8 7 .)2 9.09 9.52 12.41 6.43 10.71 14.62 12.41 ll.42 11.72 11.56 12-37 6.72 

0.8-1.0 2.44 7.58 4.76 9.85 7.86 8.63 9.4) 8.27 10.50 5-49 4.89 8.60 4.12 

1.0-1.2 1.63 2.2? 4.16 9.12 10.00 7.14 5.19 5.60 5.02 4.49 4.44 4.48 ).64 

1.2-1.4 2.44 2.38 6.20 2.86 3-87 2.83 1.46 2.74 3-74 3.ll 6.45 2.82 

1.h-1.6 .81 3-79 1.79 1.82 4.29 5.65 2.36 2.19 1.37 1.75 .44 .54 .43 

1.6-1.8 .76 2.38 3.65 2.86 ).27 3·77 2.43 3.20 2.00 2.22 1.61 .87 

1.8-2 .o .81 2.27 1.19 2.55 s.oo 2.38 1.89 .49 .46 1.00 1.33 1.61 1.08 

2.0-2.2 .• ?6 1.79 1.09 2.14 1.49 1.42 .97 .91 1.25 .89 .54 .87 

2.2-2.4 .81 2.27 .60 1.46 2.14 .89 3.30 1.22 1.83 .so .65 

2.4-2.6 1.82 .89 1.42 .49 1.83 .25 1.30 .54 .22 

2.6-2.8 .?6 .36 .71 .60 1.95 1.37 1.30 .43 

2.8-).0 .76 1.19 .36 1.43 •• 47 .49 .91 .25 .44 .22 

3-0-3.5 .81 .60 1.46 .71 .60 .94 2.28 .so .89 .54 .65 

3.5-4.0 .60 -73 2.14 .30 2.36 1.37 .44 .54 .22 

4.0-5.0 1.82 .71 1.49 1.42 1.37 .25 .44 .65 
co ... 

5.0- 1.46 1.43 .85 2.36 1.37 .so • 44 



TABLE 3 GRAIN SIZE ANALYSES 

FREQUENCY FOR CLASS INTERVAL 0.1 mm2 (normalized to lOQ%) 

Class B-30 B-Jl B-'33 B-38 B-40 T-113 T-110 T-109 B-43 T-115 B-44 B-45 T-124 

0-0,1 15.45 J,OJ 6.55 2.92 2.98 4.25 4.14 ).65 5.74 12.89 ).78 18.22 

0.1-0.2 17.89 14.39 19.05 8.76 10,00 12.80 9.4'3 14.11 10.96 17.21 lJ.78 ll.8J 19.5? 

0.2-0.3 17.89 1_5.91 14.88 6.93 10.00 13.69 11.)2 12.41 11.87 15.49 9.78 13.98 1_5.62 

0.3-0.4 16.26 14.39 1).10 7.60 10.71 7.74 9.4) 11.44 6.85 11.22 12.89 1).98 11.06 

0.4-0.5 9.76 11.36 9.52 8,0) 7.14 6.25 _5,66 11.19 7.31 9.48 12.44 12.37 6.07 

0._5-0,6 _5.69 10.61 6.55 9.49 11.43 8.04 6.13 6.81 11,42 6.98 ),_56 5.91 6.07 

0.6-0.7 4.07 _5,)0 4.17 6.57 2.86 8.33 9.43 _5,84 _5,48 6.48 4.44 7·53 ).47 

0.7-0.8 ),2_5 J.79 _5,)6 _5.84 3.56 2.J6 _5.19 6.57 _5,94 _5.24 7.11 4.84 3.25 

0.8-0.9 1.63 _5,JO 2.J8 4.74 4.29 4.17 _5,66 4.62 6.)9 3.74 4,00 4.84 1.95 

0.9-1.0 .81 2.27 2.J8 _5,11 3.56 4.46 J.77 J.65 4.11 1.75 .89 J.76 2.17 

l.0-1.1 .81 1.52 2.J8 _5.11 7.14 4.17 1.89 2.92 ).20 2.00 ).11 2.1_5 1.74 

1.1-1.2 ,81 .76 1.79 4.01 2.86 2.98 3.30 2.68 1.83 2.45 1.33 2.69 1.30 

1.2-1.3 .81 1.19 4,01 .71 1.19 .47 1.22 .91 1.75 1.78 '3 .23 .87 

1.3-1.4 1.63 1.19 2.19 2.14 2.68 2.36 .24 1.83 2.00 1.33 3-23 1.95 

1.4-1.5 .81 ).OJ .60 .)6 2.86 3.57 .94 1.46 .46 • .so .44 .54 .22 

1.5-1.6 .81 .76 1.19 1.46 1.4J 2.08 1.42 ·73 .91 1.25 .22 

~ 



TABLE 4 WHOLE ROCK ANALYSIS IN WEIGHT % OXIDES 

B-29 B-31 B-33 B-38 B-43 B-45 

SiO 42.56 41.12 39.04 38.42 39.46 42.28 
2 

A12o3 13.51 9.84 5.52 12.20 2 .5? 6.91 

FeO 11.14 8.?1 6.43 4,00 6.29 10.29 

Fe2o
3 

0,?9 4.?6 6.03 ?.62 ? .94 2.38 

Ti02 0.31 0.31 0.36 0.21 0,21 0.26 

CaO 6.92 4.?4 3.60 1.?2 2.86 2.?6 

NgO 1? .3? 23.03 30.05 26.55 31.13 26.18 

Na 0 0.13 0.11 0,04 0,04 0.04 0.04 
2 

K2o o.o6 0,08 o.o4 0.04 0,04 0,06 

L,O .I. ?.31 ?.82 9·39 9.5? 9.64 9.13 

TOTAL 100.24 100.59 100.59 100.4? 100,2? 100.50 

CX> 
~ 



TABLE 5 

B-30 B-32 

ill gO 22.58 27.31 

Fet 9.50 9.61 

Si02 41.90 39.52 

s ,180 ,06 

Nit ,066 .ll5 

Ni .033 .065 s 

Cu 
t 

,006 .008 

* Fe - Iron total 
t 

B-34 

31.31 

9.58 

38.50 

.120 

,09 

,087 

,008 

Nis - Nickel in sulfides 

PARTIAL CHENICAL ANALYSES IN WEIGHT % OXIDES * 

BRAVO ULTRANAFICS 

B-35 B-36 B-37 B-39 B-40 B-41 B-42 B-44 B-46 

34.96 34.96 33.50 33.50 33.86 34.96 33.50 28.40 20.75 

8.83 7.60 8.83 9.61 9.05 7.04 8,16 lO,ll 7.66 

38.72 38.84 38.08 38.10 38.62 39.38 39.10 39.30 48,04 

·07 ,021 ,041 ,026 ,OJ4 ,130 .120 ,052 ,002 

,115 ,115 .135 .125 .140 .150 .150 ,100 .082 

.09 ,09 ,105 ,10 .095 .150 .150 ,050 ,002 

,001 ,004 ,005 ,003 ,005 ,OOL~ ,002 ,003 ,001 

~ 



C. Grain Size Histograms 

1) Histogram Key 

ii) Individual Histograms 

T my sample 

B - 30 
B - 31 
B - 33 
B- 38 
B - 40 

T - 75 - 113 
T - 75 - 110 

T - 75 109 

B- 43 

T - 75 - 115 
B- 44 

B - 45 
T - 75 - 124 

B : Cominco sample 
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